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About This Content

Forest of Shadows features adventures in all-new lush yet deadly locales. A vast network of mossy underground tunnels and
connected forest areas await your heroes!

This expansion includes 5 bold new heroes:

Alchemist - Her mastery of potions and poisons is second to none.

Druid - The forest itself bows to her will, guarding her from attacks of beasts and monsters alike.

Hunter - Speed is her mantra and the name of her game.

Slayer - A lethal blade dancer who twists and weaves through foes with cutthroat instinct.

Warden - The self-appointed guardian of all things green.
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Along with 5 dangerous new dungeons:

Lair of Indrax - You may have defeated other dragons, but Indrax is another story!

The Mudlands - Prepare for a long, grimy journey to face the evil Mud Golem.

Realm of Venom - Whatever you do, don't touch anything in here.

Smoldering Ruins - The Fire Giant protects his realm with oppressive heat and fire from the sky.

The Vile Roots - In this place, the very trees seek to corrupt your soul. Be brave, heroes!

Plus an entire 44-card encounter deck that can be played on its own or mixed together with the original encounter deck!

The core gameplay elements of Forest of Shadows are the same as usual; you'll still be busting through doors ready to beat up
baddies and avoid dangerous perils. There are some new twists, and of course all-new cards! This expansion doubles the amount
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of content in the game.

This DLC includes the full Forest of Shadows expansion for One Deck Dungeon.
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Another great DLC. It might look a little pricey, compared to the full game, but the content is nearly as much, so I'd say its
worth it. Thx devs for keeping them DLC's coming :).. 5 new heroes. 5 new dungeons. New poison tokens. new skills. new
potions. New progression paths. This expansion adds so much to this game.so far I have only played a few runs but if you like
what the base game gives you, then this will bring so much more to it, more for you to enjoy.
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